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Orienteering
Orienteering is a sport in which participants are given a 
compass and a special orienteering map.

The map is used to find control points which are usually located 
in the woods or other natural areas.

In the classic competitive mode the course must be completed 
in the shortest possible time in order to win.



The official orienteering flag

 



The orienteering map



What are the origins of orienteering?

Orienteering began as military training in Sweden in the late 
19th century.

It quickly grew into a competitive sport. In the 20th century it 
spread to Europe, Asia, North America and even Oceania.

However, it has remained most popular in Scandinavia.



Whom is orienteering for?

Anyone can take part in orienteering since it is nearly 
cost-free, doesn’t require special skills and is very fun.

It does, however, require some special arrangements and 
some navigational skills.

It is also possible for a beginner to get lost in a big forest, 
so it’s wise to carry a phone in case of an emergency.



Camping

Camping is a free time activity in which participants wander in nature. They also 
carry big backpacks that contain all the things necessary, such as food, water, 
clothes, first aid and sleeping bags.

The length of a camping trip usually ranges from one day to one week but longer 
trips are possible.

Even though campers usually move on foot, they may use skis, bicycles, boats 
or cars to travel.



Whom is camping for?

Compared to orienteering, camping requires more skill, time and money, so 
participants must be well prepared.

Campers may face a lot of difficulties like bad weather, rough environment, 
dangerous animals, heat exhaustion and injuries. 

Proper gear is required and it should not weigh more than 25% of one’s own 
weight. Clothing and footwear must be appropriate for the environment.



 

In Finland, there are a lot of 
campfires that anyone can use.

People are also free to pick 
berries and mushrooms as long 
as they don’t create disturbances.



  



Ice Hockey
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Some rules

In ice hockey there are 6 players at a time on ice for both teams. One of the six 
players is a goalkeeper and rest are outfield players.

The two teams play three twenty minute periods and in the end who has scored 
more goals will win.

If you broke the rules you get a penalty, which lenght is determined by the 
severity of the foul.



Ice hockey in Finland

First time Ice hockey was played in Finland in 1890. Currently Ice hockey is the 
most popular sport in Finland with  over 190 000 active participants including 
women.

In Finland there are many levels of participants, from amateurs to professional 
players. You are guaranteed to find a team that is suitable for your skill level. 

Finlands national team is a two time world champion, from years 1995 and 2011. 
Also Finlands U20 team is the current world champion in their age group.



Ice hockey in Virrat

In Virrat we have our own Ice hockey rink and we have nine different teams that 
play in there. Three teams are for men, one is for women and the rest are junior 
teams.

Ice hockey has been played in Virrat for over 50 years now.

Video

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwE9EtbavvF3MWdVUUdRdWRmX0E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwE9EtbavvF3MWdVUUdRdWRmX0E
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Finnish baseball in general

Finnish baseball is similar with American baseball but there is coupe differences. 
This kind of baseball is also played in Sweden, Estonia, Japan, Germany,. 
Baseball is a finnish national game. 

Team captains compete and the winner can decide which turn his team will 
start.

The idea of the game is to get as many homeruns as possible.



Internal turn

At the internal turn your team has 9 hitters and two joker players. Hitters hit the 
ball in the order the team likes. The idea in this turn is to get home runs and the 
team that has the most runs wins the game.

When you miss the ball three times or you cant hit the ball on the field (it goes 
wide) your team gets a burn. After hitting the ball you must run to base. If the ball 
is on the base before you your team gets a burn. After three burns turn 
exchanges.



External turn

At the external turn your team has 9 players on the field to catch the ball and try 
to make burns. When three burns comes the turn exchanges. 

In american baseball the ball is thrown horizontally but in finnish baseball it is 
thrown upwards and the passer is closer to the other teams hitter.
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How does it work?

For cross-country skiing you need a pair of skis and a pair of poles. It also 
requires snow on the ground of course. There are two ways to ski, a classic 
skiing which in you mostly use your poles and hands to give yourself speed. The 
second way looks like ice-skating, but you just do it on the snow but in addition 
you also give speed with your hands. Skating-style skiing is the fastest way to 
cross-country ski.



Cross-country skiing in Finland

The first cross-country skiing world-cup in Finland was executed in 1926. Finnish 
people has always been very successful in cross-country skiing world-cups. 
From the history to this day finnish people has achieved 62 gold medals, 69 
silver medals and 63 bronze medals in cross-country skiing world-cups. 

In the Winter War finnish soldiers used cross-country skiing as a way to move 
faster and easier in the snow.



Cross-country skiing is very popular in 
Finland

Cross-country skiing is taught in finnish schools, but many people has learned it 
from their parents before school-age.

Many finnish people also uses to go and cross-country ski on their freetime in 
winter.






